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This General Agreement is deemed a formal agreement with regards to the firm Macroansy’s
ICO coin Launches and the Coin Owners who buy the ICO coins and Use it for as legally
intended by Macroansy. As described in the Business Plan and ICO White Paper, Macroansy,
the proprietor firm registered at the city of Coimbatore 641006 India, has issued the ICO
tokens named TokenMacroansyPower in the Ethereum Block Chain Smart contract with a
symbol as $BEEPower, solely for the purpose of crowdfunding the Startup Entities described
in the Business Plan and white paper. ICO tokens are utilitiy tokens redeemable once for a
prorata share of some X days of business revenue every Quarter. The X days would be
decided by Macroansy, and Macroansy guarantees a min of 9 days revenue of a financial
year.
Macroansy reserves the right to any other issues which cannot be perceived and explicitly
mentioned herein including legal jurisdiction. Macroansy declares that it has clearly specified
its objective and purpose regarding the purchase and use of its ICO coins.

Macroansy's legal representative hereby solemnly declare as a formal obligation guarantee
that Macroansy's Business Proposals, Business Plan, ICO White Paper are true to the best of
its knowledge and belief and guarantee that any citizen of any country can confidently buy
the ICO coins for crowdfunding and Macroansy would return the Coin Values as explained in
the redeem definitions of the ICO white paper. Macroansy can answer any International
Government Authorities regarding the genuineness of its Business, and can safeguard the
coin owners confidently, who confirm with our KYC, and use the ICO coins for its intended
purpose.
Apart from this agreement the ICO coin owners automatically comply with Macroansy's
general Privacy Policy, Use Policy, Business Policy as published on the website, even if it
does not specifically address this ICO process and it is deemed that those policies are
general in nature and its essence and spirit is applicable to any international formal business
process through which Macroansy deals with its clients and customers.

End of General Agreement.

